David offers you two ways to Enhance and Deepen your DARSHAN.

♥ Fill Your Heart with Light   £70.00 (28 day connection)
♥ DARSHAN Essence   £25.00 (free p&p)

♥ Fill YOUR Heart with Light

David offers you a Personal Connection to the Light that opened his heart.

A 28 day connection to The Emerald Heart Light will Enhance and Deepen your Darshan and will continue to unfold for up to 12 weeks.

You will be connected directly through David's heart to the source of the Light. As well as Enhancing and Deepening your DARSHAN process, a Personal Connection to the Light can help you to deal with issues, fears and difficulties in life in general. It will also accelerate your spiritual growth through continuing to open your heart.

BOOK : Request your personal connection with David : dave@davidashworth.guru

♥ DARSHAN Essence

David has created more than 100 Evolutionary Essences since 1999. Each one has had a profound effect in bringing him to this place where he can bring forth DARSHAN through his purified heart.

The Essence of DARSHAN carries The Light into your heart.

When coupled with a Personal Connection to the Light, the effect is amplified. This is your great opportunity to share in the Light that opened David's heart.

ORDER the Essence from the website : www.davidashworth.guru

♥ Weekly Distant DARSHAN

David offers a weekly Distant DARSHAN transmission.

Sitting in the comfort of your own home, you will receive a Divine Transmission of DARSHAN into your heart. This is a very powerful process and people report having quite profound experiences.

Register for the Weekly Distant Darshan in the website with your name and location and then be ready at the appointed time, sitting or lying down in a quiet place where you will be uninterrupted for around an hour.

For those who wish to receive the DARSHAN Blessing on a regular basis, once every 3 or 4 weeks would be sufficient.

Exchange: £10.00 (by Paypal only)

DARSHAN is transmitted to be received at 7.00pm (your local time) each Sunday evening.

BOOK your Weekly Distant DARSHAN at : www.davidashworth.guru

♥ FREE DARSHAN for Children

Children say that it relieves the stress and pressure they experience from school, especially at exam time. Darshan is FREE for children under 16 years of age.

DARSHAN is delivered to children through a parent’s heart, usually the mother, but it can also be the father. The Light of DARSHAN is given to the mother’s heart and then passes into the child. In this way, it is a little like breast-feeding. Mother is feeding Light to the child, as she once may have fed life-giving milk full of love.

How often can I take DARSHAN?

Take DARSHAN anytime you feel that you need help or answers. Some people take it once every two or three weeks, others take it almost every week.

♥ DARSHAN for Homes and Animals

Contact David directly on dave@davidashworth.guru

www.davidashworth.guru